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Introduction
1. CTA (Cherenkov telescope array)

New generation ground based gamma ray 
instrument

(Exist : MAGIC, HESS, VERITAS … )

2. Concentrate on energy at  gamma rays 
between 10 GeV – 300 TeV

3. Consist of 2 parts:

La Palma (Northern Hemisphere) 
Chile (Southern Hemisphere) 



How CTA works
1.High energy gamma ray 

from cosmic source
2.Produce air shower and 

emit Cherenkov photons
3.Only last 1 billionth 

second
4.Received by PMT



Telescopes
LST: Large-Sized telescope

23m, reposition in 20s

MST: Medium-Sized telescope

12m, take rapid survey, ‘workhorse’

SCT: Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope

10m, designed to provide minimal 
shadowing, control of stray light and 
protection from sunlight during daytime 
parking.

SST: Small-Sized telescope

4m, sensitive to high energy gamma ray 
from our own galaxy 



2018.10.10� LST-1  inauguration



Main Parameters



Advantages and Disadvantages
1. the observation should in bright 
night like other optical telescopes
2. bright moonlight may affect the 
Cherenkov light

3. identification of background 
(mainly proton) is  necessary

4. the field of view is very small

1. the sensitivity of telescope is very 
high
2. particle identification is easier than 
HAWC

3. take suitable integration time can 
improve SN ratio



Progress
2017.06.04 CTA Prototype Telescope, ASTRI, Achieves First Light

2017.08.31 CTA Prototype Telescope, the SST-1M, Catches its 
First Glimpse of the Sky

2017.12.04 The LST Prototype’s Dish is Mounted

2018.04.26 prototype Schwarzschild-Couder Telescope (pSCT), 
under construction at the Whipple Observatory in Arizona, 
completed its primary mirror installation 

2018.09.18 Medium-Sized Telescope Prototype Records First 
Cherenkov Light with the FlashCam Camera

2018.10.10 LST-1 inauguration



Schedule



Sensitivity
More events 
‣ Larger collection area for gamma-
rays
Better event
‣ Improved angular resolution 
‣ Improved background rejection 
power
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Dark Matter
ü Milky way 
ü The dwarf spheroidal galaxies

ü LMC
ü Cluster of galaxies

Ø Existence of DM

ØDistribution of DM

ØAnnihilation of DM

ØRate of gamma rays



Galactic Center
• Revealing the nature of gamma ray source
• Diffuse VHE emission
• Exploring large-scale outflows
• SNR, PWN, Molecule Clouds

G0.9+0.1



LMC survey
1. A deep scan of 340 h, 
ideally performed over 
the first four years 
reach an effective
exposure of 250 h 

2. (optional)
Long-term monitoring of 
SN1987A, totaling 150 h, 
at the level of 50 h every 
two years if the object
is detected in the first 
phase.



Extragalactic survey
l Blazars
l Extreme blazars
l Radio galaxies
l Starburst galaxies
l New source classes
l Gamma-Ray Bursts and other 

transients
l Large scale electron anisotropy
l Diffuse gamma-ray background
l Dark Matter clumps

ü Totally 1000 h and cover 25% 
overhead sky

ü Effective 3h for each point



Cont.
Possibility of several pointings for a given 
field of view
Ø 3h effective observation for each 

point
Ø Short bright transient

Shallow survey versus deep survey
Ø Deep survey result 50% less sources
Ø shallow survey should deep enough to 

coverage HAWK and Fermi sensitivity.
Target
Ø 25% of the sky



Transients
Target :
A) Gamma-ray bursts
B) Galactic transients
C) X-ray, optical and radio transients
D) High energy neutrino transient
E) GW transient
F) Serendipitous VHE transient
G) VHE transient survey



CR PeVatrons
1. Where and how in the Galaxy are cosmic 
rays accelerated up to PeV energies?

2. Are we sitting in a particular location of 
the Galaxy, or do the cosmic rays form a 
uniform sea within the whole Galaxy?

3. What is the distribution of PeVatrons in 
the Galaxy?

4. Do young shell-type SNRs accelerate 
hadronic cosmic rays up to PeV energies?

5. If so, up to which energies and how 
effective is this acceleration?

PeVatrons
RX J1713.7-3946



Star Forming Systems

Red : expected calorimetric gamma-ray luminosity
Blue arrows : the expected CTA sensitivity
Black points : measurements in the TeV domain



AGN
AGN plays an crucial role in CTA!

üProbing Extreme environment
üUnderstanding the Origin and Role of Relativistic Cosmic Particles
üExploring Frontiers in Physics



AGN
Ø Relativistic jets from supermassive black holes

ØBlazars as probes of the universe

ØUHECRs and fundamental physics  



AGN



Capabilities beyond Gamma Rays

1. Cosmic-ray Nuclei

2. Cosmic-ray Electrons

3. Optical Measurements 
with CTA



Simulation
lbased on the CORSIKA code
linclude realistic assumptions of the 
atmospheric conditions

lSim at the two CTA sites

labsorption and scattering of the Cherenkov 
photons response of the telescopes simulated 
with the tool sim telarray



Synergies



Summary
1. CTA is designed to detect gamma rays over a

larger area and a wider range of views with
more than 100 telescopes located in the
northern and southern hemispheres.

2. CTA will be ten times more sensitive and have
unprecedented accuracy in its detection of
high-energy gamma rays.

3. CTA arrays will be the first ground-based
gamma-ray observatory open to the worldwide
astronomical and particle physics communities
as a resource for data from unique, high-
energy astronomical observations.
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